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The University of Maryland School of 
Medicine is dedicated to providing 
excellence in biomedical education, 
basic and clinical research, quality 
patient care and service to improve 
the health of the citizens of Maryland 
and beyond.  The School is committed 
to the education and training of MD, 
MD/PhD, graduate, physical therapy 
and medical and research technology 
students. We will recruit and develop 
faculty to serve as exemplary 
role models for our students.



O V E R V I E W  »

The countdown to the School of Medicine’s bicentennial 
has begun. (Figure 1) Our celebration begins next Janu-
ary and will end on December 18th, the date in 1807 that 
the Maryland General Assembly enacted legislation to 
establish the College of Medicine of Maryland. Five years 
later the college was re-chartered as the University of 
Maryland, the first university in the nation to evolve from 
a medical school.  We have been working closely with the 
Medical Alumni Association, the campus and the medical 
school’s Bicentennial Committee to make this event special. 
Davidge Hall, a National Historic Landmark, is being spruced 
up in preparation for our bicentennial celebration. (Figure 2)

When I arrived here in September 1991, I had a vision  
of what this medical school could become. I saw the 
medical school as a diamond in the rough, which, when 
appropriately structured, polished and supported, could 
become a spectacular gem. But I will be the first to admit 
that even I underestimated the brilliance that we would 
achieve. We actually started thinking about our bicenten-
nial in 1997 and set what we thought was an ambitious, 
but appropriate, goal of achieving $200 million in annual 
research grants and contracts to mark our 200th  
anniversary in 2007. We surpassed that amount in 2001 
– six years early. The School of Medicine is truly the jewel 
in the University System of Maryland’s crown, surpassing 
College Park in total research funding.

But even before my arrival I sensed an attitude among 
many that Maryland was a second class school – an at-
titude I knew we would have to shed if we were going to 
succeed. So we pushed for everyone to think bigger, we 
stayed on message, we said we are great in our own right, 
and then we set out to prove it. Our culture certainly has 
evolved and today I would say that most have come to see 
the University of Maryland School of Medicine as one of 
the premier medical schools in America.  

As the fifth oldest and first public medical school in the 
nation, Maryland has a long history of accomplishments.  
My tenure as the 30th dean of this great institution  
is just a blip on the radar screen of our 200 year history. 
But we accomplished a lot in that blip of time. We  
brought Maryland into the top tier of American medical 
schools. Let’s take a brief look at 2005, a year bursting  
with achievements. 

Reaching the Top Tier  – We Did it Our Way 
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[ Figure 1 ]

[ Figure 2: Davidge Hall ]
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FacUlT y, STaFF anD STUDEnTS »

Since 1991 the number of staff increased by 50 percent, 
but only after a significant decline in the early to mid 
1990’s, the result of our continuous budget cuts. (Figure 3) 
Even now our external consultants say that we are  
significantly understaffed. Full-time faculty increased  
by six percent last year, and by over 40 percent since 1991.  
(Figure 4) Over a third of our faculty are women. Since 
1991 there has been a 75 percent increase in the number  
of women and a tripling of minority faculty. (Figure 5)

I am sure that there are many outside our campus  
who do not know that only half of our students are  
medical students. (Figure 6) Twenty-five percent are 
graduate students, and the other 25 percent are pursuing 
degrees in physical therapy, medical and research  
technology, public health or genetic counseling. Our 
physical therapy and graduate programs have enjoyed  
major increases in students since 1991, and the total  
number of PhD students has increased by 61 percent  
since 1992. (Figure 7)

FIRST-yEaR MEDIcal  
STUDEnT STaTISTIcS »

Fifty-eight percent of our medical freshman class are 
women and 16 percent are underrepresented minorities. 
(Figure 8) Applicants to this year’s incoming class increased 
by 12.5 percent, compared to a 2.3 percent increase  
nationally. (Figure 9) Since 2002, the decade’s low point  
in medical school applications, our applications have  
increased by 42 percent, compared to a 10 percent 
increase nationally, a further indication of the increasing 
popularity of our school.
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[ Figure 6 ] [ Figure 7 ]

[ Figure 5 ]

[ Figure 4 ]

[ Figure 3 ]
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FInancES »

Total revenues in FY 2005 were $632 million. (Figure 10)  
Research grants and contracts provided 55 percent and 
clinical practice income 23 percent of our revenues.   
Reimbursement from affiliated hospitals for services  
provided by our faculty, primarily the University of  
Maryland Medical Center, the Baltimore VA Medical  
Center and Mercy Medical Center accounted for 11  
percent of our revenues.  State appropriations provided 
less than five percent, and tuition less than three percent 
of our support last year.  When you compare us to our 
peer public medical schools, whether you look at dollars 
per medical student (Figure 11) or total dollars (Figure 12), 
we rank dead last in state support. Indeed, direct state  
support today is $8.5 million less than it was four years 
ago. (Figure 13) However, I do want to point out that the 
state has been quite supportive in providing us with  
capital funds for new buildings.

[ Figure 11 ]

[ Figure 10 ]

[ Figure 9 ]

[ Figure 8 ]

[ Figure 13 ]

[ Figure 12 ]
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[ Figure 18 ]

[ Figure 14 ]

[ Figure 15 ]
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[ Figure 17 ]  UMB President David J. Ramsay, DM, DPhil, Senator Paul Sarbanes, 
Dean Wilson and UMMS CEO Edmond F. Notebaert at the 2005 Fund for Medicine Gala
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PhIl anThROPy »

Private philanthropy, which barely existed in 1991, has become 
a critical part of our total support. Private gifts to the School 
of Medicine totaled $1.7 million in 1991. (Figure 14)  By 2005 
philanthropy had increased by over 2,000 percent to $36.9 
million. Based upon the first six months of this fiscal year, 
we project that we will receive $45 million in gifts during 
the current fiscal year. Ninety percent of the private support 
received by the school was cash to fund existing and new 
projects and programs. Of the 6,483 gifts received during 
2005, 45 percent – over $2 million – came from our alumni. 

In 1991, there were two endowed professorships and today 
there are 38. (Figure 15)  In 2005, the School of Medicine 
established a record seven new endowed faculty positions. 
(Figure 16)  Endowed professorships and chairs are critical to 
our success. They provide not only a financial base but also 
the prestige that enables us to recruit and retain nationally 
recognized leaders in their respective fields. Creating 
endowed faculty positions has been one of my top priorities, 
and there will be at least two more established before I retire. 

Fund for Medicine Gala

Maryland’s First Lady Kendel Ehrlich served as the honorary 
chair of our second annual Fund for Medicine Gala held last 
April. (Figure 17)  We raised over $315,000 – 30 percent more 
than 2004’s inaugural gala. This year’s gala will be held on 
March 25th at the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Museum. I am 
delighted that this year’s honorary chairs are former Secretary 
of Defense Frank C. Carlucci and his wife, Marcia. We already 
know that proceeds will exceed last year’s event.
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[ Figure 19 ]

[ Figure 22 ]

[ Figure 21 ]
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[ Figure 20 ]

[ Figure 23 ]

RESEaRch »

Two thousand five was an outstanding year for our research 
enterprise. While the University of Maryland School of 
Medicine has long been known to produce excellent practic-
ing physicians, today we are also recognized as a premiere 
research institution. External research funding reached 
$349.5 million last year, a 24.3 percent increase over FY04, at 
a time when the NIH budget was essentially flat. (Figure 18) 
Funding from NIH and other external sources provides the 
foundation for our research efforts. Without research, most 
of our achievements in education and patient care would  
not be possible. 

According to the latest data available from the AAMC  
(2003-2004), the School of Medicine ranked 9th among  
76 public medical schools in total research expenditures.  
(Figure 19) We ranked 22nd among all 126 medical schools. 
(Figure 20)

However, when one compares apples to apples and we look 
at research productivity per faculty member, our clinical 
faculty ranked 4th among public medical schools. (Figure 21)  
Among all 126 public and private medical schools, our clinical 
faculty ranked an astounding 5th, up from 6th the year before. 
(Figure 22)  As you can see, a lot of prestigious medical 
schools are ranked below us. Our basic science faculty, who 
were not ranked in the top 20 public schools in 2002-2003, 
ranked 14th in 2003-2004. (Figure 23)

NIH funding accounts for about 40 percent of our total 
research support. In FY04 the School of Medicine ranked  
in the 25th percentile (28th) among all medical schools. 



In 1991, our average faculty member generated $91,000 in 
external research support. (Figure 24)  In 2005, our average 
faculty member generated a remarkable $312,000. These 
figures include all of our faculty, not just tenured and tenure- 
track faculty. So while the number of faculty increased by 
31 percent from 1991 to 1995, faculty research productivity 
increased by 244 percent. From time to time the University 
System of Maryland calls for a review of faculty productivity: 
I would submit that the School of Medicine is the system’s 
poster child for faculty productivity. 

Last year the School of Medicine received the largest 
research grant in its history – a $46 million NIH contract 
awarded to Thomas MacVittie, PhD, professor of radiation  
oncology and pathology, to oversee testing of drugs  
and other interventions that could be used to treat people 
exposed to potentially lethal doses of radiation in the  
event of a nuclear terrorist attack. (Figure 25)  We are spear-
heading some of the nation’s efforts to develop medical 
countermeasures to radiological threats in the wake of  
the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. 

I want to highlight several other research awards of at least 
$5 million in 2005 and several other significant awards: 

» Alan Shuldiner, MD - 5 year $13.3 million 
Multidisciplinary Clinical Research Career Development

» Robert Conley, MD - 5 year $10.3 million 
Clinical Research Using Dual Diagnosed  
Psychiatric Patients

» Mordecai Blaustein, MD - 5 year $10.4 million 
Causes of Arterial Rigidity

» Alan Shuldiner, MD - 5 year $7.5 million 
Genetics & Cardiovascular Disease

» Jay Magaziner, PhD, MSHyg - 5 year $6.8 milion 
NIH MERIT Award

» Brian Berman, MD - 5 year $6.0 million 
Effectiveness of Chinese Medicine in Arthritis

» Christopher Plowe, MD, MPH - 5 year $5 million 
Malaria in African Children 

Avian Flu Vaccine

With much national and worldwide concern about the threat 
of a possible avian influenza pandemic, the NIH asked the 
medical school’s Center for Vaccine Development to be one of 
three sites to test an avian flu vaccine. James Campbell, MD, 
assistant professor of pediatrics, is the principal investigator 
for this study. (Figure 26) 

[ Figure 24 ]

[ Figure 25: Thomas MacVittie, PhD ]

[ Figure 27: Dudley Strickland, PhD ]

[ Figure 27: David Scott, PhD ]

[ Figure 26: James Campbell, MD ]

[ Figure 27: Tony Antalis, PhD ]

[ Figure 27: Bartley Griffith, MD ]
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Center for Vascular  
and Inflammatory Diseases 

In an effort to better understand and ultimately treat some 
of the leading causes of death in the United States, we 
established the region’s first Center for Vascular and Inflam-
matory Diseases. The primary goal of this program, one of 
six organized research centers at the School of Medicine, 
is to advance knowledge in the field of cardiovascular and 
inflammatory diseases such as heart attack, stroke, rheuma-
toid arthritis and autoimmune diseases. Dudley K. Strickland, 
PhD, professor of surgery and physiology, directs this center 
along with three associate directors: Toni Antalis, PhD,  
professor of physiology and surgery, David Scott, PhD,  
professor of surgery and microbiology & immunology,  
and Bartley Griffith, MD, professor of surgery. (Figure 27)

ThE clInIcal PRacTIcE Pl an »

In FY05 clinical practice revenue from all sources exceeded 
$146 million, eclipsing the previous year by 15 percent.  
(Figure 28) Enhanced reimbursement for trauma services from 
the State Trauma Fund and a special Medicaid waiver secured 
by the health department, which improved Medicaid reimburse-
ment for low-income families, provided us with nearly $4 million 
in additional revenue. However, our increased revenue was 
primarily attributable to an increase in the volume of patient 
encounters and to continued improvement in management  
of revenue cycles. After a three year plateau patient encounters 
increased significantly in FY04 and 05. (Figure 29)  At the half-
way point of this fiscal year, revenues, at $66.8 million, are  
5.5 percent ahead of last year.

At the close of FY05, the overall net collection rate was 94  
percent. (Figure 30)  While this is one percent less than the  
goal I set in 1998, considering the tremendous progress, I am 
not going to complain too much. Our billing efficiency contin-
ues to improve and, consequently, days of revenue in accounts 
receivable at the end of FY05 was 61. When we exclude the 
trauma-based services where collection cycles are unavoidably 
much longer, our accounts receivable was only 53 days. Our 
practice plan is being managed very efficiently, and University 
Physicians, Inc. (UPI) expenses as a percentage of revenues is a 
very respectable 8.2 percent. (Figure 31)
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School of Medicine – 
Medical System Partnership

As I noted last year, the medical system and the medical 
school are working collaboratively to design, build and 
implement a fully integrated clinical information system. 
Substantial work has been completed, the preferred vendor 
has been identified, and we expect to begin implementation 
of phase I before the end of this fiscal year. 

As our ambulatory services continue to grow, the inefficiency 
of staffing more than 60 ambulatory sites is magnified. The 
situation is particularly acute in hospital-based clinics at the 
medical center. Planning continues for a new ambulatory 
services building on the main campus. Determining the 
location of the building has been a challenge. But you don’t 
just drop a 500,000 square foot building into the middle of 
an already-full campus without difficulties. I expect the new 
ambulatory services building to open in 2009 or 2010. 

In the meantime, in order to meet some of our immediate 
practice needs, we are relocating most of the UPI administrative 
staff from their current location in the Professional Building 
to rental space off campus. This will allow us to add a new 
vascular center, specialty suites, and one or more single  
specialty ambulatory operating rooms in the Professional 
Building. We will also upgrade the therapeutic radiology 
suite in the Professional Building to provide an alternative 
to hospital-based services for cancer patients whose insurers 
will not use regulated facilities because of costs. These  
initiatives will allow us to compete for a broad base of 
insured populations, including patients from our own VA 
Medical Center.  

In spite of limited state support, the medical school’s  
financial position has improved over the last three years.  
Factors contributing to this improvement include the  
significant growth of research indirect cost recoveries,  
increased stability and growth in medical service plan 
income and increased support of important clinical and 
research initiatives from our partner, the University of 
Maryland Medical System. Improved expense management, 
by chairs and the dean’s office, has helped lead to a decrease 
in annual departmental operating losses. Most chairs and 
directors have taken the necessary steps to right-size and 
mission-focus their departments and programs. Finally, both 
clinical and research productivity on a per faculty basis has 
continued to improve.

EDUcaTIOn »

Notwithstanding our remarkable growth as a research 
institution, educating students remains our number one 
priority. We are proud of our students and their achieve-
ments. Our graduates are competitive for any training 
program in the country. However, of paramount concern is 
the dramatic increase in tuition over the last few years. Out-
of-state tuition at Maryland now rivals the tuition of private 
schools. The average debt of graduating seniors in 2005 was 
$118,700. (Figure 32) Almost all graduates have some debt 
and over half have debt greater then $100,000. We awarded 
nearly $2.6 million in scholarship awards in 2005, but it was 
not enough. (Figure 33) We must increase the number and 
amount of scholarships for our students.

Our White Coat and Student Clinician Ceremonies have 
helped us emphasize the importance of professionalism in 
medicine. (Figure 34) At last year’s White Coat Ceremony,  
we initiated a new tradition – the Medical Family Association. 
The Medical Family Association provides a forum for com-
munication between the medical school and our medical 
families. Families can help enrich the experiences of our 
students, advocate for additional state funding, raise com-
munity awareness about this great institution and, of course, 
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[ Figure 32 ]



support us philanthropically. I was delighted to see over 250 
family members in attendance at our ceremony.

Medical Student Research Day

In September, twenty-eight students presented their re-
search at oral and poster sessions. Faculty and students par-
ticipated in judging the presentations.  The keynote speaker 
was Dr. Angela Brodie, who you will read more about a little 
later.  We encourage our students to engage in research 
and hope that a significant number of them will become 
tomorrow’s scientific path-breakers. 

Graduate Program in Life Sciences

Last year we restructured our graduate programs. Our goal 
was to put us in a better position to attract and train students 
to meet the scientific challenges of the post-genome era.  
The 13 previous department-based doctoral programs have 
been reorganized into five multidisciplinary trans-depart-
mental programs:  biochemistry, molecular microbiology & 
immunology, molecular medicine, neuroscience and  
public health. 

Peg McCarthy, PhD, the newly-appointed assistant dean for 
graduate studies, is working hard to ensure that graduate 
students obtain the requisite interdisciplinary training, or  
“biological literacy,” to tackle the scientific challenges of the 
21st century. (Figure 35)  The changes we made will increase 
the number of highly qualified applicants by offering stu-
dents greater flexibility in choosing a program and a much 
wider choice of mentors. The new programs are already 
reporting increased interest compared to previous years.

Freshman Lecture Hall

Many of you remember Freshman Lecture Hall, our main 
– but somewhat dilapidated – 250 seat auditorium in the 
Bressler Building.  The hall was gutted and totally restored 
with seating for 175 at tables with dataports and electrical 
outlets at each place with wi-fi internet connectivity.  
(Figure 36)  It is now called the Taylor Lecture Hall, and it  
was partially funded by a generous gift from the Taylor Family: 
Irving J. Taylor, ’43M; Ronald J. Taylor, ’73; Richard L. Taylor, ’75; 
Ellen Taylor, ’78 and husband Bruce T. Taylor, MD.

[ Figure 35: Margaret McCarthy, PhD ]

[ Figure 34: White Coat Ceremony  ]

[ Figure 36: Freshman Lecture Hall ]
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cOMMUnIT y OUTREach »

Mini-Med School

Mini-Med School is just one example of our community  
outreach activities. (Figure 37)  Since launching this program  
in 2001 over 1,400 people have attended Mini-Med School. 
Our lecture series addresses common and pertinent health 
concerns such as diabetes, hypertension, heart disease,  
obesity, drug abuse, sexually transmitted diseases and 
mental illness. Our Mini-Med School is recognized by the 
NIH as a model for community outreach in underserved 
communities. Over the past three years, Pfizer has provided 
unrestricted grants to assist us in providing this community 
service. The program now includes not only Baltimore, but 
also the Eastern Shore, Western Maryland, and most recently 
an all-Spanish offering in Montgomery County last fall. 

University of Maryland  
Statewide Health Network

The University of Maryland Statewide Health Network is 
a unique statewide and community-based infrastructure 
throughout Maryland with extensive partnerships with local 
hospitals, community and faith-based organizations, local 
health departments and other local coalitions. Between 2000 
and 2005, the network conducted over 1,000 educational 
programs on targeted cancers and other tobacco-related  
diseases, and provided educational programs to nearly 
52,000 individuals across the state.

Public Health Institute 

In November our Center for Health Disparities sponsored a 
day-long Public Health Institute. The topic was “Fostering 
 Trust in Clinical and Community-Based Research: A Key 
Strategy for Improving Public Health and Addressing Health 
Disparities.” Former Surgeon General David Satcher was  
the keynote speaker. (Figure 38)

Project Feast  

Led by School of Medicine students, volunteers from every 
school at UMB participated in the 14th annual Thanksgiving 
dinner for the homeless at Booker T. Washington Middle 
School in Baltimore. A month-long food drive and donations 
from Baltimore vendors helped make the meal possible. Our 
students were recognized at this year’s campus celebration of 
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s birthday and received the UMB MLK 
Jr. Diversity Recognition Outstanding Student Award for 2006. 

School of Medicine Efforts  
for Katrina Hurricane Relief

 A contingent of doctors from the medical school were 
instrumental in setting up health clinics last year in Jefferson 
Parish, Louisiana, to provide medical care for survivors of 
Hurricane Katrina. (Figure 39)  More than 1,000 residents 
were treated in the first week of operation. These University 
of Maryland School of Medicine faculty members were 
among more than 80 health professionals from Maryland 
who provided help to Louisiana as part of “Operation Lifeline.”  

[ Figure 39 ]

[ Figure 38: Dean Wilson, Claudia Baquet, MD, MPH, associate dean for 
policy and planning, and David Satcher, MD, PhD  ]

[ Figure 37: Dr. Bartley Griffith talks to Mini-Med School students ]
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SchOOl OF MEDIcInE FacUlTy hIghlIghTS » 

I want to mention just a few faculty highlights:

(Figure 40) Theodore E. Woodward, MD, professor emeritus, 
Department of Medicine, died this past year at the age of 91. 
 A 1938 graduate, Dr. Woodward joined the faculty in 1948 
and served as chair of the Department of Medicine from 
1954 until 1981. He is well known for his role in testing both 
the first vaccine and finding the first cure for typhoid fever  
in the 1940s. Dr. Woodward was greatly admired by his  
students and is remembered as a dedicated, thorough  
physician who listened to individual concerns and attended 
to the needs of his patients. He is considered one of the 
fathers of the subspecialty of infectious diseases.

(Figure 41) Robert A. Barish, MD, vice dean for clinical affairs, 
received the “Maryland Meritorious Service Medal” from 
Governor Robert Ehrlich in recognition of his service and 
volunteer efforts in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.

(Figure 42) Anthony A. Gaspari, MD, who has special expertise 
in immunology and skin allergies, is the new chair of the 
Department of Dermatology at the School of Medicine and 
chief of dermatology at the University of Maryland Medical 
Center. He is also the Shapiro Professor of Dermatology 
and also a professor of microbiology & immunology at the 
medical school. 

(Figure 43) Alan R. Shuldiner, MD, professor, Departments of  
Medicine and Physiology, and an endocrinologist nationally 
known for his work in the molecular basis and genetics of 
type 2 diabetes, obesity and insulin resistance, has been 
named director of the Program in Genetics and Genomic 
Medicine. Dr.  Shuldiner was also recognized as the faculty 
Research Lecturer of the Year at UMB’s Founders Week Gala 
in October last year, following which I appointed him the 
first John A. Whitehurst Professor of Medicine. 

[ Figure 43: Alan R. Shuldiner, MD ]

[ Figure 45: Mary Rodgers, PhD ]

[ Figure 47: Kevin Ferentz, MD ]

[ Figure 44: Angela Brodie, PhD ]

[ Figure 46: Brian Berman, MD ]

[ Figure 48: Steven J. Czinn, MD ]

[ Figure 40: Theodore E. Woodward, MD ] [ Figure 41: Robert A. Barish, MD ] [ Figure 42: Anthony Gaspari, MD ] R
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(Figure 44) Angela Brodie, PhD, professor, Department of  
Pharmacology & Experimental Therapeutics, won the pres-
tigious Charles F. Kettering Prize for her pioneering work in 
developing aromatase inhibitors, a new class of drugs used 
to treat breast cancer. The Kettering Prize recognizes the 
most outstanding recent contribution to the diagnosis or 
treatment of cancer. Dr. Brodie is the first woman to win 
this prize. Dr. Brodie was also awarded the 2006 Dorothy 
P. Landon-American Association for Cancer Research Prize 
for Translational Cancer Research. This award recognizes 
scientists who have made a discovery that has accelerated 
progress against cancer and whose research has implications 
for future discoveries and contributions to cancer research.

(Figure 45) Mary Rodgers, PhD, chair, Department of Physical 
Therapy & Rehabilitation Science, was appointed the  
George R. Hepburn Dynasplint Professor in Physical Therapy 
& Rehabilitation Science, the department’s first endowed  
professorship. The department also celebrated its 50th  
anniversary last year. 

(Figure 46) Brian Berman, MD, professor, Department of  
Family Medicine and director, Center for Integrative Medicine, 
received the 2005 Bravewell Leadership Award for dedicating 
his medical career to the expansion of evidence-based  
integrative care. He received this award in New York at a 
benefit hosted by the Duchess of York.

(Figure 47) Kevin Ferentz, MD, associate professor,  
Department of Family Medicine, was included in the  
Best Doctors in America 2005-2006. The Best Doctors in 
America database includes the professional profiles of 31,000 
doctors in the US, all selected through an intricate peer- 
review survey. 

(Figure 48) Steven J. Czinn, MD, a nationally-known pediatric 
gastroenterologist, is the new chair of the Department of 
Pediatrics at the University of Maryland School of Medicine 
and chief of pediatrics at the University of Maryland Medical 
Center. Dr. Czinn comes from Case Western Reserve University 
in Cleveland, where he served as professor of pediatrics and 
pathology and chief of pediatric gastroenterology and nutri-
tion at Rainbow Babies & Children’s Hospital.  

MIlESTOnES » 

Medical schools are sometimes ranked in tiers or quartiles, 
based upon NIH research funding. In 1991 the University of 
Maryland School of Medicine was in the third tier; by 2005 
we had reached the top tier. We achieved this unprecedented 
growth despite the many challenges we faced during this  
period. I want to touch briefly on some of the many mile-
stones in our journey to the top. 

1992-93

Strategic Plans

After my arrival, we embarked upon a comprehensive and 
lengthy strategic planning process. It took 18 months and I 
know that many faculty grew weary of it. Some simply told 
me to put what I wanted into the plan. But I resisted the 
temptation and reminded them that this plan would serve as 
our roadmap for the future, and as such, it was our strategic 
plan, not my plan. Our first plan, Educating Physician, Scientist 
and Allied Health Professionals for the 21st Century: Strategic 
Plan 1994-1999, had numerous goals and objectives, and we 
achieved each and every one of them. Our second plan,  
Navigating the Millennium: Strategic Plan 2000-2005, has also 
been fully implemented. 

Board of Visitors 

We endured six budget cuts plus mandatory furlough days 
during my first two years as dean. We obviously needed  
all the help we could get, so I established this campus’  
first Board of Visitors. The members are nationally known  
academicians, local business people, community leaders,  
and alumni. This dedicated group has provided me with  
critical support and much wisdom during my tenure.  
I value their support.

Development and Public Affairs 

Considering the continuing loss of state support, it was  
clear to me that philanthropy was going to be crucial to  
our school’s success. The school needed functional offices  
of development and public affairs, functions that did not exist 
in 1991 when the annual revenue from philanthropy was  
less than $2 million. Our philanthropic initiatives have  
helped increase our endowment from $34 million in 1991  
to $135 million today.

“If there is no struggle, there is no progress.”  
               – Frederick Douglass



The Office of Public Affairs was built from the ground up 
providing capabilities in public relations, media relations, 
crisis communications, community relations, publications, 
Web communications and special events for the first time 
in the school’s history. In 2005, we began a systematic 
overhaul of the School of Medicine Website. We gave the 
homepage a fresh new look, provided new online tools 
such as a school-wide calendar and laid the groudwork for 
a database of faculty research interests and publications, 
and established polices to ensure a more consistent public 
image on the Web. 

As a new and somewhat naive dean I did not carefully focus 
on the status of the school’s accreditation by the Liaison 
Committee on Medical Education (LCME) prior to accept-
ing the position. Within months of my arrival, I received a 
letter from the LCME asking when I was going to send  
the previously requested interim report addressing the  
deficiencies that were found during the last regular visit 
and a special follow-up visit. One of the major issues on 
both visits was an antiquated and outdated curriculum.  
I am very pleased to say that we successfully completed  
our re-accreditation in 1993. 

1994

Curriculum

We responded to the LCME by introducing a dramatically 
revised curriculum in 1994. We now prepare our students 
from day one for a lifetime of learning. We still hear from 
our incoming students that one of the reasons they chose 
Maryland is our curriculum. We concentrate on interdisci-
plinary, small group teaching and our students take more 
responsibility for their education. It is the entire faculty, 
not just department chairs, who control the curriculum.  
Changing the curriculum was not quite as easy as herding 
cats, but Dr. Frank Calia, who was vice dean at the time, 
performed masterfully in leading the reform.

Information Technology

In 1994, many of our students had never used a computer, 
and many balked at the thought of using them. “That’s 
something nurses or office assistants will do for us,” was a 
common refrain, and one shared by many faculty. However, 
computer literacy was necessary to navigate our new cur-
riculum. We established the Office of Information Services 
and began teaching computer skills during the first week 
of school. And soon notebook computers replaced micro-
scopes as required medical school equipment.

During this timeframe we also established the Office of 
Research and Graduate Studies. J. Tyson Tildon, PhD,  
became its first associate dean. This office has played a 
major role in our increased research productivity.

1995

Health Sciences Facility I (HSF I) opened in 1995 and we 
had a glorious celebration.  (Figure 49)  Although I had 
been told that this new research building was a done 
deal when I was being recruited, it was the late Maryland 
Delegate Howard “Pete” Rawlings who informed me dur-
ing the 1992 legislative session that the building had been 
removed from the capital budget. He was surprised that 
no one at the university had informed me. Pete became a 
good friend and supporter of me and the medical school. 
He and I and many others worked hard to get HSF I back. 

1996-97

Alternative Funding: The Case for Action

At the end of 1996 the medical school had very limited 
reserves, mid-year collections in the practice plan were 
15 percent below the previous year, one department was 
essentially bankrupt, and our financial modeling projected 
a $35 million dollar shortfall over the next five years.  Even 
worse, the complete financial picture was not known since 
most of the resources resided in the departments. The UPI 
Board of Directors decided that the practice plan needed 
more top-down direction and I was elected president of 
UPI.  We immediately instituted a program of “fast cash” 
to correct many deficiencies in billing, collection and 
follow up. (Figure 50)  The anticipated $9.7 million dollar 
decline in FY98 did not materialize and we have not had a 
decline in income since. 

[ Figure 49: Health Sciences Facility I ]
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I appointed a blue ribbon task force composed of faculty and 
external volunteers to advise me as to what steps to take to 
ensure the solvency of the medical school. (Figure 51)  One of 
the first observations made by the task force was that while 
the dean had responsibility for the institution, most of the  
resources were in the hands of the department chairs. The 
task force made a number of observations and recommenda-
tions. The major recommendation was that we adopt mission-
based management and accounting to better understand 
our finances. As a result, we became one of the first medical 
schools in the country to adopt mission-based management, 
which requires that one be held accountable for success in 
all missions. We decided that we needed to be selective in 
our areas of investment and that at least one of our missions 
had to be accomplished at an exceptional level. We have held 
ourselves and our departments to these standards since 1998.  

1998

New Appointment Promotion 
and Tenure Policy

In 1998, after a year of meetings, School of Medicine faculty 
and university officials approved a new policy for tenure in the 
medical school. The revised policy addressed several major 
pressures facing faculty in academic medicine today: 

» The time to achieve tenure was extended from six to nine 
years for assistant professors and from three to four years 
for associate professors and professors,

» Promotion in rank was separated from the awarding  
of tenure,

» The institution’s financial commitment to tenured  
faculty was defined. 

These changes provided increased flexibility in awarding  
tenure and allowed the school, in an increasingly competitive 
academic environment, to reward faculty with promotions for 
outstanding contributions.  

1999-2001

In 2000 we established the Center for Clinical trials (CCT). 
The CCT provides the infrastructure and financial expertise to 
increase opportunities for industry-sponsored clinical trials at 
all UMB schools. It brings together sponsors and researchers 
to negotiate contracts, conduct trials and report results. 

The glaring deficiency in our research infrastructure was  
the absence of a NIH-funded General Clinical Research Center 
(GCRC). This situation was certainly inconsistent with becoming 
a research-intensive institution, and we were being penalized 
by not having access to additional NIH grants and supple-
ments available only to institutions with a GCRC.  

A team led by Carol Tacket, MD, professor of medicine, 
prepared our grant submission. We were successful in our 
first attempt and our GCRC opened in 2001. We could not 
have accomplished this without the support of the University 
of Maryland Medical Center, particularly Dr. Steve Schimpff, 
who was CEO at the time.  

Early in my tenure as dean I noticed that our school was not 
actively applying for NIH funds to support our research infra-
structure and programs. As a member of the NIH National 
Center for Research Resources Council I was embarrassed by  
approving grants from other institutions and not seeing any 
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applications from the University of Maryland. Since we already had 
the talent, all we needed to do was to prepare competitive applications. 
Over the last fourteen years we have obtained nearly $40 million from 
the NIH to support our research infrastructure. (Figure 52)

Institutional Review Board 

The winds of increased compliance were upon us, and we anticipated 
an escalation of oversight in clinical research. During the past five 
years we increased the number of Institutional Review Boards (IRB) 
from two to four, increased oversight, and quadrupled the number 
of staff. This increased annual spending from $400,000 in 2001 to 
nearly $2 million in the current year. Our IRB was recently accredited 
by the Association for the Accreditation of Human Research Protection  
Programs, which indicated it would cite a part of our policies as 
representing “best practices” in IRB oversight.  

Oscar Winner

In 2000 our video production service, Video Press, directed by  
Susan Hadary and Bill Whiteford, won an Oscar for the best short 
subject documentary, “King Gimp.” (Figure 53) I do not believe there 
is another medical school in the country that can boast that it has  
an Academy Award.

2002-2003

Health Sciences Facility II opened in 2003 with less fanfare but great 
class. (Figure 54)  The School of Medicine occupies four of the six 
floors and the basement. I must admit that I did not fully anticipate 
how quickly we would fill that building with quality investigators.  
The $78 million, 101,000 sqaure-foot building is the largest on  
campus dedicated solely to biomedical research. Highlights of  
HSFII are the East Coast’s largest Biosafety Level-3 containment 
facility for the study of potentially lethal biological agents and our 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonnance Center, where we will decipher the 
structure and interactions of proteins at the atomic level.

2004-05

Senior Leadership Retreat

Last fall, the school’s senior leadership met to discuss our goal  
to achieve and sustain world-class status. We are on an upward  
trajectory as a research institution, and are recognized nationally  
as a school “on the move.” This ascendency has been accomplished 
by the strong leadership of many, by creativity and by bootstrapping 
(or working without all the necessary resources). We are now in an 
era of new possibilities and challenges. The consensus of this retreat 
was that the University of Maryland School of Medicine will rank 
among the top 20 medical schools in NIH research funding if we 
sustain our current trajectory. We have moved to the entry level of 
world-class status in a short period of time. Achieving world-class 
status will enhance all of our missions – education, research, patient 
care and community service. 

Economic Impact

The School of Medicine has a significant impact on the Maryland 
economy. The combined direct and associated spending for the 
school and its faculty practice plan last year was $1.3 billion, or about 
five percent of the total state economy. (Figure 55)  This equates to 
$33 in revenue generated for every $1 of the general state support –  
a fantastic return on investment. Anticipated growth will increase 
this impact to nearly $2 billion in FY09-10. 

[ Figure 55 ]

[ Figure 54: Health Sciences Facility II ]

[ Fig. 53: Susan Hadary and Bill Whiteford accept Oscar for “King Gimp” ]
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challEngES FOR ThE FUTURE » 

There are many formidable challenges facing our  
school today. I will mention a few:

»  We must continue to enhance the diversity of the  
faculty, staff and students. Look at how well it has  
served us during the last 15 years.

»  The state of Maryland must provide us with additional 
funding – the School of Medicine is grossly under- 
capitalized. If we are given just the average of our  
peers we will make the sparks fly even further.

»  We must build Health Sciences Facility III. We are out  
of research space, a currency without which we cannot 
grow. The University of Maryland School of Medicine 
would not be where it is today without the opening  
of Health Science Facility I in 1995 and Health Science  
Facility II in 2003. This addition of net square feet of  
assignable space has allowed the School of Medicine  
to reach $350 million in research funding. (Figure 56)  
Without space and seed money, we will not be able to 
recruit new or even retain our current outstanding faculty.  
We are encouraged by and appreciate very much the 
governor’s proposed budget this year that provides  
both increased capital and operating support.

» Unless we can find a way to make medical school  
more affordable, we will miss out on recruiting the best 
and brightest diverse student body, which is essential to 
provide quality health care for all in the future. 

»  We must do better in providing patient-oriented  
health care.

» We must work more diligently to protect the integrity of 
medical research and ensure the safety of human subjects.

lEaDERShIP »   

You know you have been here a long time – or at least that 
you have been extremely busy – when you have recruited  
24 chairs, nine program directors and eight organized 
research center directors, and created four new departments 
and five programs. We have an outstanding leadership  
team. I want to thank you all for your dedicated support  
of the School of Medicine. 

Several of our chairs have become deans of medical schools, 
an indication of the quality of our leadership: Dr. Eli Adashi 
became dean at Brown; Dr. Jay Perman became dean and 
vice president for clinical affairs at the University of Kentucky 
College of Medicine; and this spring Dr. William Henrich 
will become vice president for medical affairs and dean of the 
School of Medicine at the University of Texas Health Sciences 
Center in San Antonio; and Dr. Eve Higginbotham will  
become dean at Morehouse College of Medicine in Atlanta.

I was fortunate to put together a solid leadership team  
who shared my vision. I am fortunate to have worked with 
President David Ramsay who has supported me for over a 
decade. I am fortunate to have had partners at the University 
of Maryland Medical Center and Medical System, the VA  
Maryland Health Care System and Mercy Medical Center, 
who enrich and enhance our teaching, research and  
patient care mandates. Our Board of Visitors has provided 
invaluable advice and support over these past 15 years.   
And without the help of the Medical Alumni Association  
and its executive director Larry Pitrof we would not have  
accomplished all that we have.

“None of us, acting alone, can achieve success.” 
– Nelson Mandela
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The University of Maryland School of 
Medicine is dedicated to providing 
excellence in biomedical education, 
basic and clinical research, quality 
patient care and service to improve 
the health of the citizens of Maryland 
and beyond.  The School is committed 
to the education and training of MD, 
MD/PhD, graduate, physical therapy 
and medical and research technology 
students. We will recruit and develop 
faculty to serve as exemplary 
role models for our students.

cOnclUSIOn »

Today I have provided a very brief look at some of our most remarkable  
accomplishments. I have served the University of Maryland School of Medicine 
for almost 15 years. As my tenure as dean of this remarkable school comes to  
a close, I want you to know what an honor it has been to work with so many  
talented faculty, staff and students who every day exceed my expectations.

This medical school is one of the finest in the country and it will continue to grow 
and take its place among the nation’s elite institutions, if it receives the proper 
support. We have established a tradition of excellence and innovation. We are 
making a difference in Baltimore, the state and the nation. And we did it our way! 

  Thank you.

Donald E. Wilson, MD, MACP 

Vice President for Medical Affairs, University of Maryland & 
John Z. and Akiko K. Bowers Distinguished Professor & 
Dean, School of Medicine
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